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Title word cross-reference

× [GML+23].


2 [RSL22].

6 [IKWR22].

7th [SA20].

= [GML+23].
affordable [AGEL13]. African
[EKSW11, TSAA+23]. After [PHRC21].
After-Hours [PHRC21]. Agenda
[HOC17, SF19, TS20]. Agents [Par23].
Agile [FEC17, MSH10]. AI [TMSA22].

Algorithm
[Kar09, RVI09, SCA+10, UFVI09].
Algorithmic [Kie09]. Algorithms
[EK17, V13]. Alice [Coo10, UCK+10].
Alignment [Blu22]. All-Female [LBT20].
Alleviate [KV15]. Alliance
[DBBR11, GHT+11]. Alone [SNG+22].
Aloud [WSLR23]. Alternative [BC12].
alternatives [Gri13]. Among
[MSV+23, Blu22]. Analogical [KMW22].
Analysis [Akd23, AANK14, BF23, DSUP20].
GTT20, KG22, LGMVS+16, LSSM19.
PDF15, RVAN15, Shi16, UR17, ZJWF11].

Analytics
[GBB+17, GK17, HOC17, KG18, TWH18].
Analyze [VFFT16]. Analyzing [AHL17].
Android [Mod21]. Animation
[Kar09, UFVI09]. Answer [JK20, Sho23].
Answers [HAG15b]. AP [SNG+22]. API
[TCK21]. Application
[CG19, Mod21, RMNC10].
Application-Oriented [RMNC10].
Applications [KMW22, TWH18].

Applying [ETN+21]. Approach [AANK14].
BKZL23, BBHM2G1, BC12, CMSP20.
ETN+21, Joh19, KLS+14, MFM+16, Mod21.
PGJS17, TAL17, VS22, CHM13].

Approaches
[CHU+09, GBB+17, KLM15, KA16]. Apps
[CMSP20]. Aptitude [VMCV23].

Architecture
[Mit14, Shi16, SPR12, Wan11].
Architecture-Based [Shi16].
architectures [ZPB13]. Areas [KS14].

Arising [LC21]. Art [Ip12, PLF22].
Artificial [AMD22, LGGS22]. Artists
[Fie19]. Arts
[BBB+10, BB10, BCD10, WK10]. Asking
[Ten14]. Aspects [NCW22]. Assembly

[SJR12]. Assess [HCA123]. assessed
[Lar16]. Assessing
[BCZ19, DTT16, FDW19, Mod21, PGJS17].
Assessment [DJGIO20, DHH+15, Lai22].
LFU23, LG22, NCW22, PLF22, PE23,
Ric09, RB22, SDBJ19, VMAG22].
Assessments [Alb20]. Assessors
[DJGIO20]. Assignments
[AvdM21, RRK13]. Association [BSS20].
Associations [PCH09]. Athletic [Joh19].
Attitudes [BBF+21, LFF22, PLB+12].
RVSW23, REB23, TABA12]. AuDeNTES
[MM12]. Audience [AMD22].

Autogradeing [HBVTN21]. Automata
[IRY17]. Automated [KJH19, PLF22].
Automatic [LFU23, MM12]. Average
[TWH18]. Aware [VGRM19]. Awareness
[VMG+23].

Back+ [RS14]. Backward [TM15]. Bare
[LMGV+16]. Barrier [Ros23]. Barriers
[GYSH19, PGJS17, Par23]. Based
[AAGH14, BL14, DTT16, GTG20, GBB+17].
HHM19, HOC17, KCB+23, Lai22,
LMGV+16, MFR13, MFM+16, MR22.
O’G12, RT15, Ric09, RV09, RMNC10.
SSC18, Shi16, TAL17, WW17, HM22,
MG+23, Mod21, VS22]. Basic [WZL+22].

BDSI [WZL+22]. Be
[SNG+22, LGP13, Ros23]. Behavior
[CHAI17, DSS21, LFU23, LSTA22, PGJS17].
Behaviours [BBF+21]. Behind [PLB+12].
Being [RHSS20, VGM+23]. Beliefs
[BA17, FPSS22, FPSS23, REB23, Ros23].

Benchmarks [HB15]. Benefit [DCW19].
Benefits [MFCLG19]. Berkeley [CHH+11].

Between
[DJGIO20, FPSS23, LRVW14, SDBJ19].
Beyond [Lai22, PG23]. Bi [Vog21].
Bi/Multilingual [Vog21]. Bidirectionally
[RG19]. Binary [PCH09, RVSW23]. Black
[BSA+23, LGGS22, RTE21, RHSS20].
ETN+21]. Blending [CHA17, IT17]. Block
[GBB+17, WW17]. Block-Based


Brain-Computer [CG19]. Brains [CG19].

Brazilian [DBG+23]. Bridge [HM21].


Bugged [ABCD20]. Building [SGHZS19].


Candidate [BKZL23]. Capital [VSK22].

Capitalize [IDC+19]. Capstone [DJGIO20, PD22, TBP21]. Capstones [SH18b].

Capturing [Lar16]. Cards [TBP21].


Cash [RMM21]. Cash-free [RMM21].

Centered [GMM17, NAG+23, RSL22, RC13].

CER [DM23]. Challenges [ALHR17, BBG12, GES14, SHGZS19, VGRM19, VG+23].

Change [FPSS22, PS21]. Characteristics [All23].

Characterizing [YB19]. Chat [HATC23].

Chatbot [PD22]. ChatGPT [Sho23].

Child [HHM19]. Children [DCW19, WDC15, WDCT20, vdMVH23].


Chutes [LD19]. CISing [YBV23].

Class [BHHMG21, PCH09, YR15]. Classes [Xin15].

Classifying [All23, SPC19].

Classroom [BWE11, GMM17, HB15, LSSM19, MRG17, SSCS18, Gri13].

Classroom-Based [SSSC18]. Classrooms [RPT+22, WW17, ZCJR20]. cloud [ZPB13].

clouds [RRKP13]. Coaches [IKWR22].

Coaching [MRG17]. Code [ABCD20, CJS+17, DJHGI19, ILRD20, NCW22, VMFG17, HAA13, LC21, NJK19].


Coding [BKZL23, KO22b, LG21, TK16, TMSA22].


Collaborative [CDK+14, MBSBA09, VFT16]. College [BJCS21, BSS20, CKSS21, EKSW11, GMM17, LR11, LD19, MDS16, RP19, WDK20].


Communication [BBG12, KKNL21, GMM+23].

Communications [MAK12].

Communities [LC21]. Community [FKG17, LD19]. Como [Vog21].

Comparing [DSU20, ECF18, WW17].


Complexity [EK17, KDV22].

Complications [TSV18]. Comprehension [KDV22]. Compulsory [DJHGI19, Hub12].

Computational [FKG17, FEC17, GBB+17, KLS+14, KCB+23, KNKL21, KO22b, Lai22, LIG22, MBR23, PE23, RG19, SNOT21, TM11a, VMFG17, WDC15, WDCT20, WHS+17, WSP+11, YM+14, YR15].

Computer [AZK+20, All23, Arm11, BVNN22, BBD+10, BB10, BDDGT14, BAR14, BSA+23, BHHMG21, BBG12, Ber23, Blu22, BJCS21, BWE11, BBF+21, BSC14, BCD10, BSS20, CKSS21, CMSP+19, CMSP20, CGB19, CHP+18, DCW19, DJGIO20, DBR+20, EBC+21, EHPR+23, EHBA+23, FPSS22, GES14, GM14, GM11, GMM17, GbGG+23, HB15, HM22, HMM19, Hub12, HAGM14, HB15].
HAG15b, IIRY17, IKWR22, JMN+22, JK20, 
KWB20, KS14, KFME11, KMB+15, Lai22, 
LK19, LMGV16, LLF22, LZRO21, 
LSHY22, LD19, MFM+16, MHP20, MRG17, 
MMFR20, MW18, MR22, MSV+23, NAG+23, 
PLF22, PGJS17, Par23, Pet19, PS21, PO20, 
RVAN15, RSPB17, RJJ10, RWK+15, 
REB23, RHSS20, RJJ10, RCS11, Ryo19, 
SNG+22, She13, SPR12, SA20, TK16, TB16, 
UR17, VCMV23, VFFT16, VSK22, Wag16, 
WK10, WW17, WDK20, YB19, YBV23.

Computer

[YVQ+10, ZNF+20, ZCJR20, ZJWF11, 
AGEL13, Gri13, KG22, LGP13, Zin15].

Computer-Based [Lai22].

Computes [GEME14].

Computing [AM21, Bar09, BH16, BMB+18, BBF+21, 
Bur11, CHA17, CAL15, CB19, CGZ+20, 
DBBR11, DMBP22, DLM11, DZS22, 
DBG+23, EKSW11, EBC+21, ETN+21, 
ET12, ECF18, GND19, GHT+11, GGH+10, 
GYS19, GK17, HSI+19, HCSAz22, HM22, 
HOC17, KLS+14, KG18, LRS21, LV11a, 
LV11b, LSTA22, LR11, LRH+22, LG21, 
MFR13, MHP20, MSK+23, MT23, MBE+16, 
MAHC+22, MDS16, MCK17, MW22, MS11, 
NAG+23, O’G12, OWK21, OHR22, PM09, 
PG23, RB21, Rob22, RLN+22, RHSS20, 
RP19, RVJP20, RMM21, RSL22, SH18a, 
SDBJ19, SNG+22, SSCSS18, SH18b, SS23, 
TP23, TM09, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, 
TC19, TM22, TSAA+23, WCPF20, YR15, 
AGEL13, HAA13, NCLN13].

Concept

[GGH+10, IIRY17, PHP+22].

Conceptions [RVJP20, VS22, Xin15].

Concepts [AWW15, KLS+14, KA16, MS11, WBB+22, YZC19].

Conceptual [TPQE18].

Conceptualizing [MT23, TM22, Ten23].

concurrency [CHM13].

Concurrent [RAGM13].

Conditions [RPT+22].

Consider [NCW22].

Considerations [TBP21].

Considered [DJGIO20].

Considering [CGZ+20].

Consortium [BCD10].

construction [NCLN13].

Constructionist [MSH10].

Content [BSS20, EHBA+23, VMAG22, 
WCPF20, YB19].

Context

[GEME14, LZRO21, ORS16, Rob22].

Contingency [AHL17].

Continue [Ros23].

Continues [Hun17].

Continuing [All23].

Continuum [CB19].

Contributions [DM23, HCAT23].

Controlled [Bol22, DSUP20, DSU20, MCI9, WX18].

Conversation [Ros23].

Conversion [HM21].

Coordinated [BC13].

Correctness [DHH+15].

Counter [EBQ+21].

Counter-hegemonic [EBQ+21].

Countries [GES14, TSAA+23].

Cross [RVSW23].

Crossing [HM21].

CS [Blu22, FPSS22, GML+23, HM21, KV15, 
LBT20, MBJ+23, MSP21, PLB+12, 
RVS23, RVAN15, RTE21, RB22, SWL+22, 
TABA12, TH18, VTB+20, VS22].

CS1 [BC13, ORS16, Sh12].

CS2 [TPQE18].

CS4HS [RSPB17].

CSS [HBVTN21].

CSLE [ALP12].

CSS [DF15].

CSTutor [BL14].

CUDA [DSU20].

Current [ALHR17, CAL15, RB21].

Curricula

[AJNN20, BCD10, WCPF20].

Curriculum
OWK21, PLF22, PGJS17, PM09, RVAN15, RTE21, RWK+15, RLN+22, RV109, RSL22, SAyC+21, SH18b, SKM13, SS23, TS20, TP23, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, TC19, TM22, TWH18, TSAA+23, VMG17, VSK22, YMZ+14, NCLN13, Sor13, TM09, CB19].

education-friendly [NCLN13].


Ecacy [LBT20, RCS11, CMSP+19, LY21, ZNF+20].


Enjoyment [ZD15]. Enter [LG21].

Entering [RB21]. Enthusiasm [Lar16].

Entry [TM11b]. Environment [ALP12, CDK+14, CDB+22, DMBP22, Köl10, LGMVST+16, MRR+10].


Event [LMH21]. Event-driven [LMH21].


Examination [Ip12, WK10]. Examining [DMBP22, JMN+22, RTE21, RHSS20, Zin15].


Expanding [HM19]. Expect [GVA22]. Experience [FKG17, Har21, Pet19]. Experienced [AL22, ET12, RB22].

Experiences [Bar09, ECF18, KFME11, LRH+22, NAG+23, PG23, YBV23].

Experiment [Bol22, WX18].

Experimental [VI13]. Expert [MFA23].


External [SBH+18]. Eyes [KDV22, MRG17].

Fabrication [RG19]. Face [MGM+23]. Face-to-face [MGM+23]. Facilitate [Mit14]. Facilitating [SSSC18].

Factors [DJGIO20, DBG+23, LRJ14, ZD15].

Faculty [Bar09, GMM17, LSHY22].

Families [MSV+23]. Feedback [HBVTN21, KSCP22, KJH19, ORS16].

Female [KWB20, LBT20]. Fiction [GM14].

Field [SCA+10]. Final [CGZ+20].
Final-year [CGZ+20]. Findings [MR22].
Flipping [IT17]. Focus [Ric09]. Following [LMGVS+16]. Forging [LSHY22]. Formal [GEME14, LBT20]. Formation [Ric09].
Formative [HBVTN21, KSCP22]. Formulation [TSV18]. Forum [CHP+17]. Forward [RS14, TM15]. FOSS [BMB+18].
Framework [AMD22, FEC17, GBB+17, LSSM19, MHP20, MAHC+22, MW22].
Gains [PGJS17]. Game [DCW19, HHM19, LK19, McG12a, RWK+15, Rit09, TAL17, VGRM19, VGM+23, Wan11]. Game-Based [HHM19, TAL17]. Games [Ip12, WDC13, WDCT20]. Gamification [AZK+20, MFCLG19, MTGM21, RPT+22].
Generic [SKM13]. Genesis [TC19]. Georgia [GEME14]. Germany [KMB+15].
Get [MS19]. Getting [OPC17]. Girl [OPC17]. Girls [ETN+21]. GitHub [HACAT23].
Global [BTF+19, CB19, FDW19, IDC+19, SGHZS19, VGRM19, VGM+23]. Go [DMBP22]. Goals [CHP+18, MS11, SPC19, Zin15].
Graduate [KG22]. Graduates [SWL+22].
Grand [TP23]. Graphical [SSB+23].
Graphics [She13]. GRASP [TSK12].
GSE [HM19]. Guest [BB10]. Guide [SH18a].
Guided [NGK11]. Guidelines [TP23].

H [BMB+18]. H/FOSS [BMB+18].
Hackathons [Har21]. Happens [RMM21].
Hard [SPC19, WBK+22]. Hardas [DMBP22]. Hardware [BC12, LRVW14].
hegemonic [EBC+21]. help [HS13].
Helping [RT15]. Heuristic [KM16]. High [BSS20, CKSS21, DLM11, KLS+14, MFM+16, MSH10, Par23, TPQE18, WW17, WDK20, ZNF+20, ZCJR20, ZJWF11, AGEL13]. High-Level [TPQE18]. high-performance [AGEL13].
Higher [AMD22, CJS+17, GbGG+23, ILRD20, MSV+23]. Hiring [SWL+22].
human-centered [RC13]. Human-computer [KG22]. Hybrid [LSSM19]. Hypertext [Kar09].
Hypertextbook [RV09]. Hypothesis [GBB+17]. Hypothesis-Driven [GBB+17].
i*CATch [NCLN13]. ICT [TSK12]. IDE [HOC17, OHR22]. IDE-Based [HOC17].
Ideas [SNOT21]. Ideation [LLF22, TBP21].
Identification [RJJ10]. Identify [LRJ14].
Identifying [AANK14, GVA22, LK19, WBK+22].
Identity [DMBP22, GbGG+23, JMN+22].
Keeping [Hun16]. Kenya [TSAA+23].
Kingdom [McG12a]. kit [NCLN13]. Know [SDBJ19]. Know-how [SDBJ19].
Knowledge [AJNN20, DTT16, DM23, ECF18, GGT20, JNA18, Sho23, TCK21, YB19]. Korea [CAL19].


Leadership [PS21]. Learn [GVA22, JNA18, LC21, MBE+16, PHRC21, RT15, TB16, ZD15, HS13]. Learn-to-code [LC21]. Learned [SWL+22]. Learner [Kie09]. Learning [AZK+20, AANK14, ALP12, BBG12, BS10, Bol22, BSY+10, CDK+14, CDB+22, CHP+18, DMBP22, DTT16, DJHGI19, Fie19, FU10b, FPSS23, GYSH19, GBB+17, GKB+17, HEE+19, HHM19, HOC17, IDC+19, Kie09, KG18, KA16, LLKH18, LMGVS+16, LZE+19, LKB11, LIG22, MSK+23, MRG17, MEB+16, MAHC+22, MG21b, MAK12, MS11, MS21, MSBA90, O’G12, PCH09, PHRC21, RT15, RG19, RPT+22, RvJP20, RRM21, SSF+19, SSCP18, SF19, SPC19, SS23, TMSA22, TAL17, TB16, TPQE18, VI13, VFF16, WDC15, YBV23, BC13].


Low-performing [LZT+19]. Lower [HIRY17, MSV+23].


Measures [CHA17]. Measuring [GBB+17, Lar16, LBT20, WDC15]. Medium [She13]. Medium-sized [She13].


Misconceptions [QL17]. Missing [MBR23]. Mistakes [BA17]. Mittermeier
[HAG15a]. MLeXAI [RMNC10]. Model [BF23, BBF+21, BCD10, EHBA+23, HOC17, LMGV5+16, RVAN15, RMNC10, Shi16, SSB+23, WDCT20, CHM13].

model-driven [CHM13]. Modeling [Bo12, LRJ14, Mit14, SSB+23]. Models [BF23, Blu22, CHA17, MSK+23].


moderated [CHM13]. Model [BF23, BBF+21, BCD10, EHBA+23, HOC17, LMGV5+16, RVAN15, RMNC10, Shi16, SSB+23, WDCT20, CHM13].


moderated [CHM13]. Model [BF23, BBF+21, BCD10, EHBA+23, HOC17, LMGV5+16, RVAN15, RMNC10, Shi16, SSB+23, WDCT20, CHM13].

moderated [CHM13]. Model [BF23, BBF+21, BCD10, EHBA+23, HOC17, LMGV5+16, RVAN15, RMNC10, Shi16, SSB+23, WDCT20, CHM13].

moderated [CHM13]. Model [BF23, BBF+21, BCD10, EHBA+23, HOC17, LMGV5+16, RVAN15, RMNC10, Shi16, SSB+23, WDCT20, CHM13].
Query [TSV18]. Questions [ASG19, HAG15b, Sho23, Ten14].

RVSW23, RP19, RxJP20, SH18a, SNG+22, TABA12, VTB+20, VFFT16, WX18, WZL+22, YR15, ZD15. Student-Centered [NAG+23], Student-Directedness [BBSPK22].
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